ûihyôngje / Secret Reunion

Synopsis
Also known as "Brothers" or "Blood Brothers".
North Korean secret agent Ji-won (Kang Dong-won) is under cover in Seoul. He waits for his last
mission to come to go back to the North and meet his wife and daughter. He is assigned to meet a
chief spy who came to the South and help him kill a traitor. The National Intelligence Service
(NIS) led by Han-gyu (Song Kang-ho) intervenes, and a shooting rampage ensues in the heart of
Seoul. Many men are killed or injured. For the incident, Han-gyu is fired and Ji-won is deserted
by his agency. Six years later, Han-gyu, whose wife has left him with his daughter for an English
husband, works as a private inspector, mainly finding illegal migrants and foreign spouses who
run away. Ji-won works in a construction factory with a lot of Vietnamese workers. The two meet
by chance at the factory and start a business partnership in order to steal information from the
other. They live together and the distrust is hardly hidden on both sides. They learn to know each
other despite several fights. Han-gyu learns about Ji-won secret wish to make his family come to
the South. One day during the ceremony they hold at home for Chuseok to their ancestors, Hangyu reveals that he knows everything about Ji-won. But there is an issue with the missile
launching by the North. The chief North Korean spy is due to come to kill another traitor. This is
supposed to be the last mission for Ji-won. He has no choice or he would be also killed. He
follows the chief spy. Joined soon by Han-gyu because he had put a small tracking chip on him a
while ago. Ji-won pretends to kill Han-gyu. Han-gyu is able at the last minute to stand up and
push the chief spy and Ji-won at the time the former was going to be killed. They fall from the
building, Han-gyu comes and kills the chief spy. Ji-won is saved. Later, Han-gyu receives a plane
ticket to go to London to see his daughter by Ji-won who said he is going to settle down with his
family. Han-gyu takes the plane and discovers in the cabin Jiw-on and his family…
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Main Cast: SONG Kang-ho, KANG Dong-won
Release Date: 04 February 2010
Genre: Dramatic Comedy
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Production: Showbox, Rubicon Pictures
Producer:
Screenplay: JANG Hun
Cinematography: SEONG Jeong-hun
Editing: NAM Na-yeong
Lighting:
Music:
Art Director:

Production Budget: US $
Distribution: Showbox
116 mn, 35mm, Color
Rate: over 15
Box-office results: 5,459,295 (at 2010.04.18 ; first position)
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